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Actual Size of Weave

Creates a bite on metal surface for solder or paint. Aluminum oxide 
cutting grain rates 9.2 on MO scale (diamond=10). Flexible cloth back 
fits contours of any surface configuration and hard to reach areas. Long 
lasting urea resin bonding is water resistant.

The FST tool straightens commonplace 8, 10, 12 or 14 fins per inch. Use 
the FST2 tool for straightening closely spaced 16, 18, 20 or 22 fins per 
inch. Both tools feature one-piece adjustable combs. The resilient nylon 
comb material will not damage the soft aluminum fins of condenser or 
evaporator units. Malco fin tools function by either pushing or pulling 
and efficiently straighten fins in tight quarters or where multiple passes 
over bent fins are required. Comfortable offset handles provide a sure 
grip and protect knuckles from scraping.

These budget priced tools are for bending soft tubing to any shape  
without collapsing walls. The special spring steel is zinc finished.  
One end is flared for quick tube insertion and removal.  
The 5 convenient sizes can be used economically for many jobs.

requires only light pressure, lasts twice as long as cloth. 
Scrim is nylon weave. Waterproof adhesive bonding. 
Will not clog, load or break down.

Abrasive cloth specifically designed for cleaning  
and preparing solder joint fittings

BROWN CLOTH 
Closed coat, 120 grit 
alum. oxide.

Fin straightening tools with adjustable nylon combs Versatile and economical spring-style tube benders

180 grit open mesh cleans with both sides,

Plumbers Roll

Fin Straightening 
Tools

Tube Benders

Abrasive Mesh

Catalog 
Number Description Tubing Outside Diameter in. (mm)

AC310 1-1/2 in. x 10 yd. (38.1 mm x 9.14 m) brown roll —

AC5M 1-1/2 in. x 5 yd. (38.1 mm x 4.57 m) mesh roll —

FST Fin Straightening tool for 8, 10, 12 or 14 fins per inch —

FST2 Fin Straightening tool for 16, 18, 20 or 22 fins per inch —

TB1026 Tube Bender 3/8  (9.5)

TB1028 Tube Bender 1/2  (12.7)

TB1020 Tube Bender 5/8  (15.9)

TB1022 Tube Bender 3/4  (19.1)

TB102K Tube Bender Kit   (*SEE NOTE ABOVE) —

* No. TB102K Tube Bender Kit is a 5 piece set including shown 
   Tube Benders above plus 1/4 in. (6.4 mm) size.
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